December 10, 2016
Minsk, Belarus

The first Belarusian
Functional Programming
Conference

FuncBY – functional developers community

fby.by

Keynotes

Bozhidar Batsov

Philipp Meier

Jon Pretty

Author of CIDER
and many more

Author of Liberator

Propensive

Gregory Leontiev

Evgeniy Burmako

Scala Contributor

Scala Contributor, founder of
Scalamacros and Scalameta

Venue

A great place created specially
for tech-events at the very center
of Minsk.

eventspace.by

By holding the partnership:
1.

Your company will become well known among Belarusian engineers (Java, functional, .Net developers, etc), as well as Russian,
Ukrainian and European developers - the conference has many info-partners from these countries.

2.

Your company will gain good public image as an employer on Minsk
IT market.

3.

Your company will support the community and contribute to functional programming promotion. Thanks to your participation the
tickets to the conference will become less expensive, which means
that more people will be able to attend it, “get infected” by the
ideas of functional programming and start learning Scala - there
will be more functional programmers and people with interest on
the market.

4.

Loyalty to your company will grow. According to our observations
and partners’ feedback, if a company supports relevant engineering conferences, it affects the amount of positive feedback of potential candidates on LinkedIn (also candidates agree to come to
interviews more often).

Organizing
Partner

$5000

This unique offer lets you associate the name of your company
with the name of conference F(by) 2016

-- Company is provided with the unique status of Organizing Partner
-- Welcome word is given by company representative during the opening of the conference and it’s closing
-- Company can invite keynote speaker related to company business
-- Branding the main conference venue with the company’s symbols and identity
-- Place for the company networking spot (the place for visitors to be acquainted with the products
and communicate with representing experts)
-- Company name and/or logo is listed in all the materials, announcements as Organizing Partner
-- Company logo will be placed on privileged place on the web page combined with logo and name
of the conference
-- Company logo will be placed on the badges and schedule-brochures of the participants combined
with the conference name
-- E-mail campaign on behalf of company can be sent by organizers to all participants before or after the conference.
-- Any materials or gifts provided by the company can be presented to the participants
-- 5 tickets are provided for the company’s representatives
-- Any activities can be provided by the partner to the participants (games, contests, lottery etc.)
-- We welcome your ideas to be added to the package!

Partner
-- Company name and/or logo is listed in all the materials, announcements as Partner
-- Company logo will be placed on the web page of the conference
-- Company logo will be placed on the schedule-brochures of the participants
-- Roll-up or banner with the company’s symbol at the event venue
-- Place for the company networking spot (the place for visitors to be acquainted with the products
and communicate with representing experts)
-- Any materials or gifts provided by the company can be presented to the participants
-- 3 tickets are provided for the company’s representatives

Partner Company
Participant
The status is granted automatically for any company
buying 10+ tickets for the employees.
-- Company logo will be placed on the web page of the conference
-- Gifts provided by the company can be presented to the participants
-- All participants registered from Partner Company Participant will have company logo
on the badge attracting additional attention from other participants.

$2000

Daria Shabala

Project Manager
+375 29 739-34-16
daria@eventspace.by

